The UMTS IMS network offers IP based multimedia applications with end-to-end QoS guarantee by using policy-based control principles. To support end-to-end QoS, the UMTS IMS network should be scalable, reliable and flexible in policy deployment and enforcement, characteristics that are not found in a single-domain policy architecture. We propose that a hierarchical architecture be applied to a single-operator multidomain environment, while multi-operator networks are peered at their hierarchical roots. This multi-operator multi-domain policy architecture potentially minimizes the session setup delay and policy exchange load while maximizing network scalability.
Introduction
The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is in the process of standardizing the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) as the next generation high-speed mobile system that provides both circuit switched and packet switched services. Since 3GPP UMTS Release 5, the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) ( [1] , [2] ) has been added as a part of the UMTS to provide IP based multimedia services. With IMS, Figure 1 . Policy architecture of the UMTS tions. Being in the data path and controlling the connections to external networks, the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) installs these configurations through its embedded Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) to enforce the resource allocations determined by the business rules. In this way, the operator can easily control the QoS of multimedia services by providing suitable business rules. To facilitate the transport of policy information between the PCF and PEP, the Go interface employs the Common Open Policy Service-Provisioning (COPS-PR) [7] protocol.
When considering end-to-end communications, it is likely that several administrative domains are traversed. For example, the calling and called parties may reside in networks of different operators with separate policy domains. In order to provide service consistent to that requested by the users, policy enforcement in the domains along the data path must not impact the service contracted to the users. In a multi-domain, multi-operator environment, a simplistic single policy server per domain architecture is not scalable and does not offer flexibility in providing policy consistency. An architecture that takes into consideration the issues of a multi-domain environment must be devised to make the deployment of policy-based QoS control viable for UMTS IMS networks.
We propose a QoS policy architecture for a multi-domain, multioperator environment in this paper, which is organised as follows. In Section 2, we describe the two general approaches of policy architecture in a multi-domain environment, namely the peering and hierarchical architectures. We suggest that the QoS policy framework be structured in multiple levels in Section 3. It is our opinion that this approach fits the multi-domain, multi-operator environment better. Hence, we propose a hybrid architecture that realizes the framework in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper and describes some of the outstanding issues in our proposed architecture that need furt her study.
Multi-domain QoS Policy Architecture
In order to support end-to-end QoS, the IMS network should be scalable, reliable and flexible in policy deployment and enforcement, characteristics not available in a single domain architecture. For the peering multi-domain architecture, all policy servers work as peers. There is no master policy server. Each policy server has a set of policies that is applicable only to its own policy domain. The peering policy servers need to exchange inter-domain policies. One particular instantiation of the peering architecture is the bandwidth broker architecture ([9J, [10] ).
In hierarchical multi-domain architecture, policy domains are grouped hierarchically. The policy servers are divided into master policy servers and loeal poliey servers. A Master poliey server handles inter-domain poliey exchange.
Comparing the peering architecture with the hierarchical architecture, the peering architecture is more scalable since the policy servers only need to interact with their neighbors. To establish an end-to-end QoS relationship, the originating domain policy server depends solely on interactions with its connecting domain policy server to ensure that all other domains on the path to the terminating domain can support the required QoS requirements. The connecting domain policy server in turn depends solelyon its next connecting domain policy server to provide the same assurance. Thus, an end-to-end QoS relationship is established by chaining bilateral inter-domain policy agreements on the path of a session. As a result, the session setup time is long if there are many domains in the path of a session.
In the hierarchical multi-domain architecture, an end-to-end QoS relationship is established by interactions of multiple domain policy servers through their common master policy server (MPS). This MPS is con- nected to the policy servers that control all domains on the end-to-end path. And the MPS must exchange policies with each connected network individually to ensure all domains on the path of a session can support the QoS requirements. Thus, end-to-end QoS relationship is established only after the MPS has set up a multilateral inter-domain policy agreement among all policy servers on the path of a session. As a result, the MPS has a higher load if many operators' networks are interconnected.
In both policy architectures, the operator has so me flexibility in deciding on their network connectivity with other networks. In the peering architecture, the operator decides on its peering partners by connecting its policy server to the desired peering policy servers. In the hierarchical architecture, the operator decides on its peering partners by connecting its policy server to the MPS that is connected to the desired policy servers.
The peering and hierarchical policy architectures off er both advantages and disadvantages. As seen in Table 1 , the peering architecture offers high scalability and flexibility without placing the peering parties under the authority of a common policy administrator. These are desirable advantages in a multi-operator environment. In contrast, session setup delay and policy exchange load are potentially lower in the hierarchical architecture where a policy administrator controls the entire network. To utilise the advantages offered by the peering and hierarchical architecture in a multi-operator multi-domain environment, we suggest a hybrid policy architecture, where the hierarchical architecture is employed within the multi-domain network of an operator and the peering architecture connects multiple operators.
End-to-End QoS Policy Framework
An end-to-end QoS policy that supports a UMTS IMS service may span multiple domains that are managed by different network operators. Before a multi-domain QoS policy architecture can be designed, it is necessary to define a framework that describes how end-to-end QoS policies can be structured across a multi-operator, multi-domain network.
The end-to-end QoS policy framework that we have employed to design our proposed multi-domain QoS policy architecture is illustrated in Figure 3 . In this framework, there are three levels of QoS policies that must be provided to support a QoS service. At the highest level is the service level, where the network operators who support the same service must agree on its QoS requirements. By necessity, the service level spans the domains of aU participating network operators and it defines the characteristics of the end-to-end QoS services that can be provided to their customers. The service QoS requirements are described in the form of Service Level Specifications (SLS) that the operators make with one another. A typical SLS would describe a QoS service like premium data service by specifying its guaranteed bit-rates, tolerable loss rate, permissible network delay and delay jitter. By agreeing on a mutual SLS, peering operators are committed to configure their networks in such a way that the specified QoS is provided.
Once the operator obtains a SLS, it will be able to translate this into policies that manage QoS resources in its network to satisfy the specifications in the SLS. The network resource management policies describe the QoS requirements of the contracted service with reference to its peering arrangement with neighboring operators' networks. These network level policies may be constrained by administrative requirements like provision of government mandated emergency services and performance considerations of the operator's network. Thus, network resource management policies control the policing and conditioning of incoming trafiic at the network edge and its route through the network so that the contracted QoS service requirements are satisfied.
Commonly, the operator will divide its network into multiple interconnected domains that implement different sets of network resource management policies to create a minimal two-level policy hierarchy. The upper level network resource management policies enforce the QoS requirements described in the SLS, subject to the operator's network-wide administrative requirements. The lower level network resource management policies customize the upper level network resource management policies to the topology and administrative requirements of the individual domain within the network. Additional levels may be added to the policy hierarchy by nesting domains within existing domains. The advantage of adopting a policy hierarchy within an operator's network is to limit the impact of topology or administrative changes on the network resource management policies implemented in the network. As an example, an operator defines a policy hierarchy that groups the routers into distinct domains in its network. Any policy change due to a router failure is restricted to the portion of the network governed by its policy domain. Without the use of the policy hierarchy, the policy change caused by the single router faHure will affect the entire network.
The network resource management polieies are not targeted at the network devices in the network. They only describe how the trame utilizing a QoS service should be treated as it transits the network. They do not describe how the QoS mechanisms in the routers and switches in the network should be configured to provide the required QoS resources. Thus, the network level polieies must be trans la ted into device level polieies that configure the QoS mechanisms in the routers and switches in accordance with the resource management requirements. These polieies are highly speeific to the types of QoS methodology, e.g., the Integrated Services (IntServ) and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) mechanisms, employed in the network devices. The polieies applicable to IntServ routers are on a per-fiow basis while fiows are aggregated before the policies are applied to them in DiffServ routers. In addition, different vendors may implement the QoS mechanisms in the same QoS methodology differently. As an example, either a Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) scheduler or a Weighted Round Robin (WRR) scheduler could service a DiffServ fiow aggregate to satisfy its delay requirement. Therefore, device level polieies must be translated into actual QoS mechanism parameters before they can be installed in the network devices.
Looking at the end-to-end QoS policy framework, two distinct forms of QoS policy interactions can be discerned. SLSs must be negotiated among the network operators who contract services from one another. Within an operator's network, the SLSs are translated into network level and device level policies that are implemented in the network. In our proposed multi-domain QoS policy architecture, the QoS policy interactions are similarly divided into two forms. Across operators' networks, a peering architecture is adopted since the operators have management authority only over their own networks. Within an operator's network, a hierarchical architecture is adopted to mirror the policy hierarchy in which the network is structured.
Proposed Multi-domain QoS Policy Architecture in UMTS IMS
The proposed multi-domain QoS policy architecture designed with reference to the end-to-end QoS policy framework is shown in Figure 4 . A 2-level hierarchy is shown for illustrative purpose only. The depth of the hierarchy depends on the relationship among the polieies that are to be applied to the network. Complex policy relationship is usually represented as multi-level policy hierarchy. There is only one Master PCF (MPCF) in an operator's network that is peered with MPCFs of adjacent networks through an Inter-domain Policy Agent (IPA). The
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Proposed multi-domain QoS poliey arehiteeture in UMTS IMS IPAs faeilitate SLS negotiation between two intereonneeted operators' networks. After an IPA exehanges updated SLS information sueeessfully with its peering IPAs, the MPCF will translate the new SLS into network level policies applieable to its network before updating its poliey repository. When the PCF is performing loeal domain poliey eontrol for an IP multimedia session, the PCF just retrieves and enforees the relevant network level policies from the poliey repository. Thus, the MPCF is able to retrieve policies from the policy repository and modify the policies in the repository. However, PCFs have only read aeeess rights to the poliey repository.
Multi-operator inter-network policy architecture
The network level policies to be employed by intereonneeting UMTS IMS networks are determined by the SLSs that are agreed between the peering network operators. In these SLSs, there are statie service requirements and dynamie service requirements. The statie service requirements ean be direetly translated into enforeeable network level polieies to be retrieved by the PCFs in the individual network. But the dynamic service requirements are dependent on the state of the UMTS IMS network like its resouree utilization, and ean only be translated into enforeeable network level policies after negotiation with the eonneeting networks. The purpose of SLS negotiation is to enable intereonneeted networks' IPAs to agree on the speeifie service requirements that must be supported under the prevailing network states. Onee the SLS negotiation is sueeessfully eompleted, the partieipating IPAs ean translate the agreed service requirements into enforeeable policies in their respee-IPAI ..,.,.,-sIMS NetwoIk 1 Wei Zhuang et al. Figure 5 . Communications between IPAs of peering UMTS IMS networks tive networks. Note that this runtime negotiation may not be initiated on a per-session basis. Instead, the SLS negotiation is usually initiated when the IPA detects that the state of its network has changed and the existing policies are no longer enforceable. IPAs participating in the SLS negotiation must be connected so that SLS information can be exchanged. We propose to use the COPS protocol as the communication protocol between the peering IPAs (IPAl, IPA2 and IPA3). The operator of a UMTS IMS network will configure its IPA with the locations of its peering counterparts. The COPS protocol can be suitably extended with new messages to carry SLS information, as is attempted in the COPS-SLS [11] protocol.
The SLS negotiation process between IPAs is depicted in Figure 5 : 
Single operator inter-domain policy architecture
For the multi-domain environment in a single operator's network, the hierarchical policy architecture will be used. The MPCF connects to the PCFA MPCF PCFB Figure 6 . Procedure for inter-domain policy control in a UMTS IMS network PCF of every policy domain in the UMTS IMS network. The MPCF translates the network-wide policies into domain specific network level policies on behalf of the PCFs and stores them in the policy repository. The PCFs just retrieve these network level policies from the repository, translate them into device level policies and install these policies in the network devices under their control. The network level policies are also retrieved by the PCFs so that IP multimedia sessions can be policed and conditioned on setup. The communication protocol between the MPCF and PCFs is based on the COPS protocol. The policy control process activated during an IP multimedia session set-up is illustrated in Figure 6 and described below:
1 During the session set-up period, the P-CSCF of domain A will pass the QoS parameters in the SDP description obtained through SIP signaling to PCF A.
2 PCF A will retrieve relevant network level policies from the policy repository 3 PCF Achecks that the requested QoS parameters are permitted by the network level policies. If the QoS parameters are permitted, the PCF generates an authorization token and returns it to the P-CSCF. If the QoS parameters are explicitly forbidden by the policies, the PCF notifies the P-CSCF that policy control has failed.
requested QoS parameters in a COPS request message and sends it to the MPCF. As stated earlier, the multi-domain architecture in the UMTS IMS network needs not be restricted to the minimal two-Ievel hierarchy described in the policy control process. The network operator may decide to provide intermediate levels of policy conflict resolution for more granular control over its network.
Conclusion
After comparing the peering multi-domain policy architecture with the hierarchical multi-domain policy architecture, we propose that the hierarchical architecture be applied in a multi-domain environment of a single operator UMTS IMS network, while the peering architecture be employed in a multi-operator UMTS IMS network. This multi-domain QoS policy architecture can minimize the session set-up delay and policy exchange load while maximizing network scalability. Finally, the SLS negotiation and policy conflict resolution mechanisms are described to support our multi-domain QoS policy architecture.
Several problems, which are the foci of our future work, are foreseen in the proposed multi-domain QoS policy architecture. These are:
• To facilitate successful negotiation between IPAs, the parameters of SLS must be standardized to provide the basis of negotiation. This requires analysis of the format of QoS requirements that may be specified in SLS so that the definition of the QoS resource elements carried in the COPS messages can be determined.
• The security of the communications channel between the connecting policy entities is important. This is especially true for the peering architecture adopted to interconnect different operators'
networks. The operators are highly sensitive to the risk of policy leakage through snooping, unauthorized tampering of COPS messages en route between IPAs and interactions with unauthenticated policy entities. Although the COPS protocol has the ability to seeure messages by encapsulating integrity objects, additional mechanisms may have to be deployed to address other security risks.
• Policy negotiation in a peering architecture is a slow process, especially if the chain of participating networks is long. Network design in this case will play an important role in minimizing the delay.
• The depth of the hierarchical architecture affects the policy provisioning time in an operator's network. The deeper the policy hierarchy, the longer will the PCFs at the lowest level have to wait for adecision from the MPCF. Proper policy hierarchy design will help to reduce the number of policy levels.
